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Hunting is usually the practice of killing living animals especially wildlife, 

looking for food, trade or recreation. In olden days, there were no law that 

protected animal and people could hunt animals for food or skin which they 

could wear as cloths. All species of animal that are hunted are known as 

game and are normally migratory, mammals or non-migratory. 

Main literature; There are those people who usually hunt to eliminate vermin.

This usually involves controlling pest and preventing disease which might be 

caused by overpopulation. According to the hunting advocates, hunting can 

be an important component that helps, manage the wildlife for instance; 

when one want to maintain an inhabitants of healthy animals in a given 

environment’s ecological carrying capacity when ordinary checks for 

example predators are not present. In countries like United States, those 

people who are part of regulatory and licensing bodies are the wildlife 

managers. The managers assist to set rules and regulations in which all the 

games will be hunted. 

Even after development of agriculture, people still hunt animals for food. All 

kind of animals are also part of food chain, and still in natural world other 

animals rely on hunting and killing their associate creature in order to get 

something to eat and survive. Although the animal rights, advocate that 

people should not hunt, people still continue to hunt looking for something to

eat. In some countries like Japan, Iceland, Japan hunting for whale is on the 

increase. People hunt whale for their meat as it is on demand in these 

countries. Hunting for whale especially in international water is not 

prohibited. 
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The IWC (International Whaling Commission) are in most of the countries and

they are accountable for the lasting sustainability of whale’s populations. 

The International Whaling Commission normally permits the hunting of 

whales for scientific reasons and its policies state that if a whale is killed for 

scientific manner should be used or put up for sale for human consumption. 

In modern hunting, hunting has been used as a sporting activity. Even 

though leisure hunters might choose to be discriminating hunters, several 

people hunt to enjoy the outdoors. Some of them enjoy game as a substitute

to store bought meat. 

A number of recreational hunters add to the modern ecological protection 

movement. Some famous people who are known to have spent some of their

outside recreation time hunting are Teddy Roosevelt, John Muir and Aldo 

Leopold. There are those animals which are viewed by people as pest. Such 

animals are normally hunted to avoid causing destruction. This method of 

hunting animals which are seen as pest is known as varmint hunting. 

This type of hunting attains selective manage of pests while offering 

recreation and is as well regulated. Some of these animals which are seen as

pest e. g. wild rabbits are normally use for meat or fur. All those animals that

are considered as varmint are usually hunted to protect the ecosystem. 

Hunting can also be done to remove the hide and skin of an animal to use as 

cloth. In modern days, people could go in the forest to hunt for animals that 

had a good skin and could be used as a piece of cloth. Hunting is also 

practice in various culture and religion. There are those cultures that believe 

that, to become a man one has to go in the forest and hunt alone. This is a 
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taboo and most people who belong to this community have to go in the 

forest and hunt. In lot of pagan’s religions, there are specific ceremonies that

are conducted and people have to hunt animals that will be used for the 

ceremony. 

The ceremonies done might differ according to the animals hunted or the 

period the hunt was taking place. Hunting is also done illegally by various 

people. In Africa most people does hunting not following rules and regulation

set by the wildlife department. In Kenya, KWF (Kenya Wildlife Service) ensure

that all those people who are caught poaching are taking serious action. 

People hunt animals for their skin which are later sold. Animals like 

elephants are hunted for their tasks and hooves which cost lots of dollars. 

Effect of hunting; Game hunting has caused various positive and negative 

effects to the biomass and species diversity. Over hunting can cause some 

specie to become extinct in the forest. Animals like the elephants which are 

normally hunted for the tusk might become extinct if nothing is done to 

protect them. Hunting might be a powerful ecological management tool. . 

In the nonexistence of predators, hunting assists manage wildlife 

populations. In such a situation, varmint is practiced. This type of hunting 

attains selective manage of pests while offering recreation and is as well 

regulated. All animals that are considered as varmint are usually hunted to 

protect the ecosystem. There those people who hunt for recreation purposes.

People gather to who go to the forest to hunt for fun. There are also those 

sports which are associated with hunting and people have to hunt in the 

forest. Hunting is usually the practice killing living animals especially wildlife,
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looking for food, trade or recreation. There are those people who usually 

hunt to eliminate vermin. This usually involves controlling pest and 

preventing disease which might be caused by overpopulation. 

Even after development of agriculture people still hunt animals for food. 

People hunt whale for their meat as it is on demand in these countries. In 

modern hunting, hunting has been used as a sporting activity. Hunting is 

also practice in various culture and religion. 
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